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li;; ' i iinc-fic|H'i!ii>'i:: cnergv aiul circuit equations aic solved ntiiiíci icaliv lo ob 
tain 1 empei .li nic MiuJilc.-,. cm ten!-voltage c'iai act.crist ícs and и l o j n e íu •!<.! si tengt li 
vs axis temperature diagrams in the asymptotic region of a wall-stabilized electric arc 
operated on nitrogen. I he numerical calculations demonstrate the splitting of the 
rising branch of the stationary solutions in the current-voltage characteristic. This 
phenomenon was earlier found experimentally for air. i he computations were made 
for various channel radii and for various series resistances. We explain the steady-
stale characteristics and convergence to the single branch of solutions on the basis of 
the linearized Lyapunov stability theory (hi .ST). Comparison with available results 
of other authors shows thai the analytical solution biased on simple polynomial 
approximations to thermodynamic and transport functions differs sigriilicant iy from 
numerical commit at ion*. 

key words: efeciric arc disdiarge. axis temperature, current-voltage characte
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1 Introduction 
Л number ol me!hods ex is is lor the solution ol the stationary variant ol liie conation 
of energy in an cieciiic arc d ;-:harge (the so-called lElcnbaas-Ilcllcr equation). The 
simplest of these is the so-called channel model [ij based on the approximation of the 
radial profile of he electric conductivity by a piece-wise constant, function which, in 
the elementary case, may consist of two sections: constant conductivity at the axis 
and zero conductivity at the wall. 

The stationary equation of energy was studied by several authors of the German 
schod. for example, in (2j , [3]. In (2j the stationary Elenbaas-Heller equation is 
solved without influence of radiation losses. The electric conductivity is approxi
mated by two lines and the equation is then solved analytically with the heat flux 
potential S as an independent, variable. In [3] a more general form of the Elenbaas-
Ileller equation is treated, including the radiation losses. The equation is solved 
numerically by an iterative process. 

Characteristics of radiation-dominated electric arcs (radiation is the principal 
energy transfer process) were studied in [-1]. It is shown that optically thin arcs 
arc approximately isothermal (very fiat radial temperature profile) or constricted 
(a pronounced hot core) depending on whether Ф/<т is an increasing or decreasing 
function rf temperature, Ф being the net emission coefficient and a the electric 
conductivity. Approximate calculations show that when Ф/сг has a maximum as a 
function of temperature, multiple solutions for the temperature profile are possible 
for some values of arc current and radius. In (5] a method is described for calculating 
the temperature profiles of high pressure electric arcs using the diffusion approxi
mation for radiation flux density. Numerical results have been obtained for arcs in 
air at 30 a im and 100 atm gas pressure. 

Some papers [6] are concerned with the experimental study of an electric arc 
with regard to the current-voltage characteristic. I t was experimentally confirmed 
that there exist instabilities of the electric field strength and current on the rising 
branch of the current-voltage characteristic. 

The influence of the longitudinal magnetic field on the characteristics of a sta
bilized electric arc is examined in [7j. It is shown that, the temperature profiles arc 
the flatter the stronger is the radiation of the arc and the stronger is the magnetic 
field. Under the conditions of a weakly radiative arc it is possible to find out a kink 
at the current-voltage characteristic. 

Л more detailed analysis is given in [S] concerning the influence of themodynamic 
and optical properties on the arc characteristics. The term z = —{рЕ\ — Ф)/А 
is introduced in this paper, depending on temperature and arc conditions, which 
enables the authors to explain the experimental results. 

In [0) a qualitative explanation of solution is presented of the stationary Elen-
baas-Heller equation from the point of view of non-linear dynamics. The equation 
is written in heat flux potential variable and the behaviour of stationary states is 
discussed in the phase space. 

Several papers [10.1 1,12) study the onc-dimeusioi'al time-dependent equation of 
uiergy in rase when l.lirt modvnamic. and transport functions aic approximated by 



.i simple polynomial dependence on the heat Них potential .!>. Exact ana!\ tical 
solutions are olii.iiiid for both stationary and non-stationary ccju.itio.i of eiicruv. 
\\)i obtaining time-dependent amplitudes of the beat flux potential it is necessary 
to establish the time, dependence of the total current. 

The present paper is concerned with ihe computer model of the asymptotic 
region of the discharge channel of an electric arc discharge (the so-called fully 
developed electric arc) with cylindrical geometry and operated on nitrogen. The 
computer model is based on the solution of the non-stationary equation of energy 
by the method of lines. The necessary thermodynamic and transport:, functions of 
the nitrogen plasma are interpolated from tables by means of cubic splines which 
enables a precise calculation of temperature fields. 

rl bestead} -state temperature profiles, current-voltage characteristics and electric 
field strength vs axial temperature diagrams are obtained. The numerical calcula
tions demonstrate the splitting of the rising branch of the stationary solutions in the 
current-voltage characteristic. This phenomenon was earlier found experimentally 
for air [6j. We are able to explain qualitatively the shape of the steady-state diagrams 
and to present a simple model describing the convergence of solutions to various 
steady-state branches in the electric field strength vs axial temperature diagram. 
The computed current-voltage characteristic is compared with an analytical solution 
in case of A simple polvnomial approximation of the material and transport functions 
[11]. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In sec. 2 a brief description is given of r.he 
physical model and oi the method of solution. Jn sec. 3 the main numerical results 
are presented. The computations are made for a fixed geometrical configuration with 
various channel radii. The behaviour of steady states in the electric field strength 
vs axial temperature diagram and current-voltage characteristics are qualitatively 
explained. Sec. 4 gives comparisons between our results and results of other authors. 

2 The computer model 

2.1 The physical model 
» 

The physics of an electric arc plasma is described by the set of equations of 
magneto-hydrodynamics which include the equation of continuity, the equation of 
motion ( the Navier-Stokes equation with the Lorentz force), the equation of energy 
balance, the Ohm's law and the equation of state of a perfect gas (see. for example 
[13]). 

Our aim was to set up a computer model which can describe both steady-state 
and dynamic characteristics of an electric arc discharge stabilized by a. cold wall in 
the asymptotic region of the discharge tube (channel). 

The computational model is derived from the set of MUD equations under these 
assumptions: 

I. The model assumes: 
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i lie boniidarv iaver approximation (which proved to be very wc.'l applicable. 
s r e | I l ) ) : 

llic cylindrica1 symmetry of the discharge [OjO'-f = 0) : 

- the Ь'ГЕ assumption is valid. 
- an optically thin plasma. 
'_'. The model describes the asymptotic region of the discharge channel ( 'he 

so-called fully developed electric arc). This means that all physical quantities are 
independent of the axi.-Л coordinate z . 

3. The wording gas flows iaminr.rly under the atmospheric pressure p -i 10* Pa 
with small Mach numbers M (M < 0.3) in the axial direction x: the azimiuhai fu ) 
and radial (v) veloci'v components are zero. 

-i The energy dissipated due to the viscosity term is negligible 
Several remarks concerning these assumptions are appropriate. One inacuraccy 

(following from '2. and 3.) consists in neglecting the radial component (v) despite 
the fact that the temporal and spatial changes of the temperature field cause the 
changes of the gas density under the atmospheric pressure. The radial velocity (v) is 
zero when the temperature field is steady-state and it has no influence on the steady-
state characteristics of the electric a«:c. It has earlier been published [14] that the 
influence of radial convection on the alternating current-voltage characteristics for 
argon, mercury and air is unessential. 

The cylindrical symmetry assumption makes the problem one-dimensional and 
simplifies substantially the resulting set of equations. 

The flowing gas is regarded as incompressible due to the assumption M < 0.3. 
which is fulfilled in common applications. It is possible to neglect the time derivative 
of the pressure in the equation of energy balance. The kinetic energy carried by the 
gas is then negligible in comparison with the enthalpy produced in the electric arc 
discharge and it is possible to solve the equation of energy balance separately from 
the momentum equation. 

Our task thus consists in solving the time-dependent equation of energy balance 
(lime dependent Elenbaas-Heller equation) in the following form: 

0T_ I 
dt " р(Г)Ср(Г) 

,„,. „, 1 \ \ 0 ( .,r-.dT\ _,_. г(Г"- + лл;г5Ч'-л<г>*] (Г) (о 
with the boundary conditions 

T(l,l) = Г™,,, 
дТ 
дт r = 0 

= 0 

(2) 

(3) 

and the initial condition 

Г(гЛ=0) = '!*(,•). (!) 

о 



Ноге '!' indicates the temperature, fc\ - the electric field strength in the ..xial 
direct ion of the discharge channel :, p{T) - the mass tk-nsity. c..(7") the specific 
heat under constant pressure, o(T) - the electric conductivity. A(7") - the thermal 
conductivity. Ф(7') - the radiative energy emitted per unit volume ;>nd unit time. 
The boundary conditions (2) and (3) mean the fixed wall temperatuie and the con
dition of axial symmetry, respectively. 

The following dimensionless quantities 

t t'u0 

p' 
p = — • />0 

' - £ • 

c
?o 

r.i:. 
f Jo 

о = —. 
°o 

* 0 

(ó) 

were introduced and the normalization constants a0 , Ф0 were related to the remain
ing ones bv the formulas 

Фо 
PoCpoToUo 

(6) 

Let 

be the Prandtl number. 

Pr = CpO^O 

Rc = 

(7) 

(S) 

be the Reynolds number and the coefficients «t the remaining terms <r(T)E? , $(T) 
in the equation (1) are unities. It is assumed that the functions p{T), (^(T), a(T). 
ЦТ), Ф(7") are known. Values of the normalization constants «о./-о.То-, 0o><Vo; 
E0, A0 were chosen such that maximum values of the dimensionless quantities should 
be of the order 1-10. (The Prandtl and Reynolds numbers in the equation (1) lack 
any deeper physical sense. We used this normalization with intention to apply it in 
a model including the equation of motion). 

The arc discharge in the asymptotic region of an electric arc discharge has 
been studied as a non-linear element of a simple electrical circuit with a source 
of electromotive force Us connected in series with the ohmic resistance R, the value 
of which was chosen R = 0.02П, 2fi, 20ÍÍ (see Fig.l). Ez has been computed from 
the equation 

E, 
Us 

2.-/Í r\ M i + ̂ / , ; "(?>'/'•) 
(») 

0 



where /, is the distance bet WITH ! lie anode and the cathode. It is supposed lhal the 
voltage Í'" is equal to E.I., tliat means U depends linearly on ihe distance between 
the anode and the cathode. The anode and cathode potential drops have been 
neglected, i. was chosen 0.1 m. 

The value of the stabilizing resistance R — 20fl was chosen high enough to 
facilitate the computation of the stationary current-voltage characteristic ) ' . 

2.2 The numerical method 

From the mathematical noint of view the equation of heat energy balance is 
a second-order non-linear partial differential equation of parabolic type. For the 
numerical solution we have chosen the method of lines (see. for example [15) . chap. 
1-1. sec.6) based on the space discretization of eq.(l) and solving the resulting set 
of ordinary differential equations by some suitable method. The discretization has 
been (lone on an equidistant mesh of Лг points over the interval {Q: 1} by the usual 
method of finite differences. The first and second space derivative of the temperature 
are calculated by the three-point central approximation formulas 

(10) 

(11) 

where h = \/(N — 1) is the mesh step. Thus the following set of Л' - 1 first-order 
ordinary non-linear differential equations is obtained: 

дт 
дг 

д7т 
ó»r 

2* ' 
l 

Ji_|-2i;- + 7;+, 

v 

dť 
d7, 

PlCpi. •iPrlie h2 

1 $ - M^+MHňrT)+xh'-m 
(12) 

i = 2 , . . . , iV — 1, 

d = a(Ti); A, = ЦТ;): Pi = /»(7 •); cpi = с.Щ; Ф, = Ф(Я); 
with the boundary condition 

)?• The load line intercepts the characteristics in a defined number of working points. 
The stable points are given by the Kaufman stability criterion R 4- cli//d/ > 0 , 
where óU/ál is the differential resistance of ar. arc plasma (sec, for example (13) ) 
It is clear that the higher the valve of the load resistance R the grr.nl er purl of the 
unstable branch is .<labihzr.il. 
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'*Л'(0 = '/'„И ( И ) 

and the initial condition 

Г.(0) = Г ( г , ) : , - = ! . . . . , :V. (13) 

The second boundary condition (дТ/дг)\т_0 = 0 does not appear explicitly im» ii 
enables MS to simpiifv the equation for T\ and to solve it in a simpler form sivou i.v 
{ , 2 ) -

This set of equations turns out to be stiff (sec. for example [15]. chap.i). sec.I). 
This means that all its solutions are damped in time and the ratio of the largest 
damping time constant to the smallest one is very large. Such a set of differential 
equations must be solved by specialized numerical methods. We have chosen the 
Newton method with an internally computed diagonal matrix approximation to the 
Jacobian as contained in the package of subprograms DRIV'EB [16]. It is a predictor-
corrector variable-step size and variable-order method ensuring the numerical stabi
lity of the solution and the requisite accuracy. The Runge-Kutia-Fehlberg method 
RKF 45 [17] proved unsuitable. 

Numerical computations have been carried out for nitrogen under the atmosphe
ric pressure p = 105 Pa. The requisite transport and thermodynamic functions a{T), 
А(Г), р{Т), ср[Т), Ф(Г) were available in the table form [If] in the temperature 
range 500 К - 30 000 К with the step 500 K. The interpo.a*\,n in the tables of 
transport and thermodynamic functions have been made by n. ans of cubic splines 
so that the functional values <т(Т); А(Г): р{Т), с,{Т), Ф(Т) could be calculated for 
an arbitrary temperature T. The subprograms SPLINE. SEVAL [17] proved to be 
very efficient for this purpose. 

The boundary condition at the channel wall has been fixed at T\ = 500 K. The 
initial condition has been chosen in the form 

T°(r) = (Taxi, - T^n) cos | r + Г„„, (16) 

where Taxis denotes the axis temperature. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Results of computation 

The most remarkable results are concerned mainly with the discharge stability. 
Fig. 2 to Fig. '1 show the dependence of the electric field strength E. on the tem
perature 7'„,,, at the axis of the channel in the stationary slate for load resistances 
И = 0.2П, 2П, 20П (the tube radius is /,0 = I cm). The higher the value of the load 
resistance, the greater pari, of the unstable branch appears in the diagram. 



i in- ^:.":i-::i;'.::r:i::: ;iin-;:4i:i(:!»-;i is obvious Íi:-:n í : i : Ti ;' /V - "i!? i а::-! Fl*. i> 
l /i ~ 2lií!}. Ih ' iv !!:t; s í r a d v - s t a l e current-Volt :»<•<; ehňrac ie i i.siu S a i e p resen ted 
corresponding to tii>- /v.-V',.,, diagrams depicted in Fig. ' and Fig. ••. "I'hese 
characteristic fail to the value of J£. = 6S0 V/m {tlie corresponding current / = 
170 Л). In this region the shape of the corresponding temperature profile depends 
on tiie behaviour of both the electrical and the thermal conductivities and has a 
weakly pronounced hot core. For higher currents, the steady-state temperature 
profile is strongly curved. This is caused by a strong non-linearity of the thermal 
conductivity coefficient in the temperature region where dissociation of Nj molecules 
appears. The radiation-loss term Ф(7') begins to be substantial in energetic balance 
for temperatures above 12 000 К which corresponds to steady states near 120 Л. 
The higher the temperature, the higher the losses due. to the radiation flux density 
xl'(T) and the Joule heating c'T)E: must increase. So the rising branch of the E.-i 
characteristic appears. 

The first voltage jump in the rising branch is accompanied by an abrupt change of 
the steady-state temperature profiles and is connected with suppressing the influence 
of the dissociation on the steady-state profile. The steady states at the lower part of 
the stable rising branch have a hot core while the upper part have a flat temperature 
profiles which occur in the ''radiation-dominated electric arcs" (4) (i.e. arcs with the 
radiation as the principiai energy transfer process). 

The second voltage jump appears due to the decrease in Ф(Т) in the temperature 
range over 16 000 К when the nitrogen is fully ionized. The axis temperature and 
the electrical conductivity increase and, consequently, E- drops. So the temperature 
profiles are curved again and a hot core is re-established. There is a part of the 
unstable branch which is not stabilized even with the resistance R = 20П. This is 
probably the case of a pronounced kink in the current-voltage characteristic where 
the solution can be multiple-valued (4]. The axis temperature at the top of the 
upper branch is 16 200 К and E. is approximately equal to Ez — J^fjo = 1100 
V/m. Then E- drrps to the value 1000 V/m corresponding to the axis temperature 
2C 000 K, $(T) rises again, the second increasing steady-state branch appears and 
the temperature profiles are flat again. 

We have found earlier [21] that in the temperature interval 13 600 К - 11 225 К 
the dependence Ez-Taxi, is tripple-valued. The detail of this dependence is presen
ted in Fig. 7. The rising stable branch is splitted and joined by another unstable 
branch. This splitting corresponds to the first voltage jump in the current-voltage 
characteristic mentioned above. In Fig. 2 to Fig. 4 this fine structure is hidden in the 
width of the line. It has been found from many computational runs that whether the 
stationary state will be achieved on the upper or on the lower stable branch during 
the evolution is in this region sensitive not only to the axial temperature value but 
also to the shape of the initial temperature profile. This behaviour was delected 
only in case when Ег was constant during the computation (i.e. without an external 
resistance II). the resistance stabilized arcs exhibit single-valued characteristics. 
Some! mode! reasoning concerning this behaviour will be discussed in sec. 3.2b. 

In Fig. S to Fig. I-I the E:-TaTI, and the EtI stationary diagrams arc presented 
I'oi i lie и be radii l,0 --- 0 .25 cm. 0.5 cm. 0.75 cm and 2 rm and (lie load resistance 

!) 



.'"'' -- Ji;!* !г •> "-'frit ;Í; !.•!»:!: 1у:-«-> oř diagrams íii.:: enlargement uí the lube laditis 
iov.yrs ;i:<- i ., -. ;:;, ;•<•'<! strength E. in the discharge tube if the /.,xt, is kepi fixed. 
Tins is the consequence of .1 higher total heat product ion hut a lower heal "rans-
p«'it to the wall in л tube with a larger radius. For various tube radi' I IK* steady-
state temperature profiles corresponding to the same axial temperature differ from 
each other. This is caused by a strong non-linearity of the coefficient c(7). Л(Т). 
•í*('/"). Also, tio simple transformation exisb of the /Г. and T,r,3 values betuxvn two 
arbitrary /v.-/--,.< diagrams corresponding to various radii. 

ft is seen that the higher the tube radius LQ, the deeper radiative pit" appears in 
the /:_--У—:* digram. Tins fact is analysed in detail, for instance, in {Si. On the basis 
i>i ihese results it ii possible to say that the enlargement of the tube radius decreases 
:h-- lonductive losses and the equation o(T)E: — 'í'(7) = 0 is approximately valid. 
S.i :-..; ; he higher lube r.ndii, the steady-state E--T-ZiJ characteristic will nearly follow 
;he functional dependeiice 'i'(JT) iti the temperature region where Ф(7') represents 
-. <:'.i:<i<iiiiioi*.ai part of energy losses. 

in studying the influence of transport and thermodynamic functions to the 
ste.t iy-siate temperature profiles it is convenient to introduce the function 

*(Т) = -щ{*[Т)Е*-*(Т)) (17) 

which represents the combination of transport and thermodynamic functions. Such 
an analysis has been published in [S]. The formal integration of the Elenbaas-Heller 
equation (17) 

o[T)Et - ЩТ) + 
1 цт)дт , дцт)дт , w ^ f f r 

г дг+ дг дг+Л[Л)а*т = 0 (IS) 
PrRe 

gives the following expression 

T(r) = T(0) - f ~dr [{oE: - *)rrfr . (19) 
Jo Ar Jo 

It follows from (19) that the higher the value of the term oE\ - Ф in the axis 
region, the sharper the temperature peak in the steady-state temperature profile. 
On the other hand, the radiation-dominated electric arcs [oE\ — Ф —* 0) will 
have the steady-state profiles nearly rectangular. For nitrogen, the function z(T) 
is plotted in Fig. 15, with Es as a parameter. The stationary states are marked 
by a set of points. If the value of z(T) in the stationary state is relatively small 
(the points Y, Z), the profile is nearly rectangular. For higher values of z\T) either 
the temperature profile has a hot core in the central region (the point X) or the 
temperature gradients are very high (the points V,W). 

Several steady-state temperature profiles in the discharge tube with the radius 
l.tx - 1 cm arc presented in Fig. 16. For lower temperatures, the formation of a 
hot. i'ore in the axial region is characteristic. Ли abrupt temperature drop in the 
middh: of Hie ladius is caused bv the rise of the thermal conductivity coefficient i\\u-

10 



:i> • •:»-••> !.::in:=. W :'':•. :;!«TO.tsMig iesispeiiiture. ti:-: iemperalure profiles became flat. 
i !!«•-•- st.-.íu-is.siy s;.ů<s c«.*rr«:s{H>ii(í to the upper pari oí ihe using stable branch 
in liii: H.-'/",.„ diagram. With further increase of temperature another hot core 
appears (the region of the falling +(7") and E,)- The temperature profiles become 
•'at again for temperatures above 26 000 K. 

3.2 Application of the theory of stability 

3.2.1 The stable (unstable) branches of solutions 

In Fig. 2 to Fig. -I and Fig. S to Fig. II. the s'ationary Ez-Tsz., diagrams 
are presented. The behaviour of the stationary solutions in these diagrams can be 
explained by means of the linearized Lyapunov stability theory (LLST) [20}. Indeed. 
let us write the discretized equation (12) in the following form 

^•=/{ТиТ2Л.Е;): 7Ъ = 7-=1.2 (20) 

E: being regarded as a parameter. Let £ = Ti — TeXi, be a small perturbation of the 
steady-state axis temperature value T9Xi,. Then 

l - ($A<+ \ (Wis+•••• * - с- .* .* .* ) (2» 
and after linearization 

ft = (cTT,) , * S Л * о ) * ^ *W = Ce/,( '^0)< ("> 

In case that f'[Xo) < 0(> 0), the perturbation ( decreases (increases) with increas
ing lime. If /'(A'o) = 0 it is impossible to determine the behaviour of the system on 
the basis of LLST. The steady states in the Ez-T,xi, diagram (sec Fig. 17) denoted 
by the line /(Л'о) = 0 divide the set of points for which /(Л"0) < 0 and for which 
f(X0) > 0 (hatched area). For the points 2,4(1,3) f'(X0) < 0 (f'(X0) > 0) is 
fulfilled and they are situated on the stable (unstable - dashed line) branch of the 
solution (II). The points A.B.C correspond to simple limit points. So in this сале 
wc have A system with half a degree of freedom; this means that the system develops 
in time from the initial condition on a half-line. 

If E. is given by (9), the situation is somewhat more complicated since U$ is 
now the bifurcation parameter. Nevertheless, the above considerations concerning 
the steady states can be repeated. The steady-state solutions now appear in the U$-
TaT„ diagram. The steady sta»es with a given value Us correspond to certain values 
of E: If we plot the set of slcady-statc solutions back in the E:-Taxit diagram we 
find thai l.hc appearance of this diagram will be the same but parts of the unstable 
inaiu lies I urn into stable bianrhrs. 

li 



3.2.2 The splitting of the rising branch 

The splitting of the rising stable branch plotted in Fig. 7 and discussed in sec. 
3.1 can be explained by analysing equation (IS) for small perturbations of the steady 
temperature £ — rJ\ - Tax{s. We expand the right-hand side of the equation into the 
Taylor series retaining terms up tc third order 

e ; (23) 

or 

dl-WJ^ ' 2\dTi)^ T б id?? 

-^ = / ' I S "Г / ' 2 S 2 -Г / ' 3 S 3 : 

where the parameters / / ] . /г-. ILZ are defined bv comparison of the last equation with 
(23). 

Suppose first that /ij = 0, /лзтз < 0. Then we obtain three steady-state solutions 
for £i 2 = О, £3 = — /*з//'з. The asymptotical stability can be discussed on the basis 
of LLST on the assumption that the root £3 = — /Í2//Í3 is found "near" the roots 
£li2 so that the approximation (23) is sufficiently accurate even in the vicinity of (3. 
This theory yields that £1,2 is an unstable point and £3 is a stable point, see Fig. 
ISa. The arrows represent the direction of convergena. 

Now suppose that /<1,2,з < О. In this case we have three different steady-state 
solutions 

6 = 0 , 6 , 3 = _ ^ ± l [ ( g ) 2 - 4 / i l / , 3 ] ' • (24) 

The time behaviour of the system (23) depends in this case on the relations among 
the parameters /'1,2,3. Under the assumption that the following inequality 

. l±ž í í i < / 1 1 < i ^á ; e e ( 0 ,„ Щ 
4 /i3 4 /t3 

is valid, the time development of the perturbations is as in Fig. lSb. When the 
initial temperature profile is chosen arbitrary, the solution converges to the point (3 
which lies on the lower stable branch (the temperature profiles have a hot core). If 
the axis temperature of the initial temperature profile is chosen beyond some critical 
bound (~ 2G000 K) , then the second steady state appears, corresponding to the 
point £1.2 (Fig- ISa). If the shape of the initial temperature profile is chosen "near" 
the steady-state profile in £3, the picture is rather different (Fig. 18b). Three steady 
states appear - one unstable between two stable ones. 

This simple model explain* qualitatively the splitting of the stable branch in the 
Ez-Taxis diagram described in sec. 3.1. The tripple-valued solutions appear in the 
temperature interval 13 600 К - 14 225 К. Shape changes of the initial temperature 
profile imply changes of the parameters /'1,2,3- The certain change of these pa
rameters then lends to the occurence of oil her stable or unstable branches of the 
stationary solutions. 

12 



In the temperature interval mentioned above there exist three various stationary 
states for a given value E. which differ by Tax„ value and by the shape of the 
lemj :raturc profile. On the stable branch with the lowest TaXis value, profiles with a 
pronounced hot core due to dissociation are formed. Profiles on the unstable branch 
have a less pronounced core and profiles on the stable branch with the highest Taxis 

value have the dissociation influence almost fully suppressed. 
Problems with detection of the branches of the stationary solutions appear only 

in case when E, is constant during evolution. The stabilizing effect of the external 
resistance R mates it possible to compute the splitting unambiguously regardless of 
the initial temperature profile shape. 

4 Comparison with previous results 
Some computed steady-state temperature profiles were compared with previously 

published results. In Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 the solid curves represent our calculation 
and the dashed curves denote the results from |2), {3]. Fig. 19 demonstrates the 
temperature fields with the tube radius LQ = 0.25 cm. Large differences are obvious 
between profile^ that were calculated with and without radiation. The largest 
difference in temperature is about 2 000 K. If radiation is included the agreement is 
much better. This is especially remarkable on the results for the arc radius LQ = 1 cm 
which are depicted in Fig. 20. Here the temperature difference is less than 500 K. 

We als "> attempted to compare our current-voltage characteristics with the ana
lytical model published in [11] or [12] where the non-stationary equation of energy 
(1) was written with S{T) = /0

T \{T)dT (the heat flux potential) as an independent 
variable. It was assumed that the transport and thermodynamic coefficients x = 

л/рср, а, Ф depend on S as follows : 

x(S)=kxSp ,o(S) = k.S< ,V(S) = hSr . (26) 

Here kx. ka, k$ are constants and the exponents p, q, r are real positive numbers. 
The solution of the equation of energy which fulfils the prescribed boundary and 
initial conditions was assumed in the form 

y [ X t , ) - \ 0 >Xn(r)<x<oo. {-'] 

Here x = г/Л„, r = ť/ť«, у{х,т) = S (x , r ) /S . . R, defines the dividing boundary 
between the hot region and the cold region and corresponds to the "characteristic 
dimension of the arc" which is approximately the radius of the electric current zone. 
The term (27) was substitued into the equation of energy so that two ordinary 
differential equations were obtained for хл(г) and а(т). Then it was easy to express 
the stationary dependence E, on / (both quantities are dimensionless): 

Et = r*b . (28) 
For the comparison between this simple analytical model and our inimeiical solutions 
wc chose the current-voltage characteristic computed for the: »>гс radius L0 - 1 cm 
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(Fig.6) which fulfils the assumption of a free binning arc quite well. Tin: exponents 
p, q. r uc.e computed by the method of least squares and their values were found 
to be p - 0.095. q = 0905, r = 0.S10 (these coefficients must fulfil the relations 
r/ = 1 — ;>, r = 1 — 2p). The resulting points which indicate the dependence Ez on / 
are represented by crosses points in Fig. 6. It is seen that this set of points differs 
significantly from the numerically computed current-voltage characteristic and can 
hardly be used even for preliminary estimates. 

5 Conclusions 
Taking the non-stationary Elenbaas-Heller equation as a basis, we have cal 

culated by an efficient numerical procedure the steady states in the asymptotic 
region of an electric arc discharge to obtain the temperature profiles, current-voltage 
characteristics and electric field strength vs axial temperature diagrams. These 
results were discussed in terms of the dependence of the material functions on tem
perature. 

Utilizing the linearized Lyapunov theory of stability, we were able to explain 
qualitatively the multiple-branch structure of the E,-Taxis diagrams, the stability 
properties of stationary states and such non-linear phenomena as the splitting of 
the rising branch in the Е„-Тах{, diagram. 

The results presented in this paper are in a reasonable agreement with other 
papers concerning the wall stabilized arcs burning in various gases (for example air in 
[$]). The comparable temperature profiles exhibit very similar shapes, the differences 
being accounted for by the neglected radiative loss term in the equation of energy. 
The analytical model [11] with a simple polynomial dependence of the material 
and thermodynamic functions on the heat flux potential is unable to reproduce the 
steady-state characteristics computed numerically. 

Efficiency of the present approach to the solution of problems describing the heat 
transfer in electric arc discharges fully supports our intention to extend the present 
model to two and three dimensions. 
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Fig. 1. Electric iirc as an element of the electrical en ;uit wit.li the electromotive 
lorce L's and tile resistance R. 

Fig. 2. Stationary Ez-Taxis diagram. Discharge channel radius L0 = 1 cm. 
stabilizing resistance R = 0.2ft. Solid curves - stationary states of equation (12-15). 

Fig. 3. Stationary E.-Taxi3 diagram. Discharge channel radius L0 — 1 cm. 
stabilizing resistance R = 2ft. Solid curves - stationary states of equation (12-15). 

Fig. 4. Stationary Ez-Taxi, diagram. Discharge channel radius L0 = 1 cm. 
stabilizing resistance R = 20ft. Solid curves - stationary states of equation (12-15). 

Fig. 5. Ez-1 characteristic. L0 = 1 cm. R = 2ft. 

Fig. 6. Ez-I characteristic. Lo — 1 cm, R = 20ft. The cross points represent the 
analytical dependence Ег on / in the form Ez = /"'+»> [11], where p = 0.095 (see 
chap.4). 

Fig. 7. Stationary E.-Taxi, diagram. Detail of the fine structure of the stable 
branch in Fig. 2 - 4. The full lines - rising stable branch, the dashed line * unstable 
branch. 

Fig. S. Stationary Ez-Tax\, diagram. /,0 =-0.25 cm; R = 20ft. 
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Fig. !). Stationary E--'J'az:i diagram. У.0 = O.óO cm; R = 20П. 

Fig. 10. Stationary Ez-Tazi, diagram. I 0 = 0.75 cm; R = 20П. 

Fig 11. Stationary E:-Taxts diagram. Ло = 2.0 cm; У? = 20П. 

Fig. 12. Ez-I characteristic. L0 = 0.25 cm; R = 20П. 

Fig. 13. Ег-1 characteristic. LQ = 0.50 cm; R = 20П. 

Fig. 14. Ez-I characteristic L0 = 0.75 cm; R = 20П. 

Fig. 15. The function z{T) =-(c(T)E%-9{T))/\{T). Each curve corresponds 
to a different value of Ez: 705 V/m (curve I); 1012 V/m (curve 2); 1106 V/m (curve 
3). Stationary states are demonstrated by the set of points X, Y, Z. V. W . 

Fig. 16. Stationary radial temperature profiles. L0 = 1 cm. 

Fig. 17. Stationary Ez-Tax„ diagram. A,B,C - simple limit points; 2,4 (1.3) 
stable (unstable) stationary states. 
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Piiz,- 18. Phase portraits of the equation di/clZ — /ix£ -f- /'2<i" + / '3s J :n l,u' 
vicinity of .steady .states; a) /ij = 0; !>) /i, < 0. The arrows represent the direction 
ol convenience*. 

Fig. 19. Stationary radial temperature proiiles. LQ — 0.25 cm. Solid curves 1. 3 
- our computations : dashed curves 2, 4 - computations published in (2) ([3]). 

Fig. 20. Stationary radial temperature profiles. L0 = \ cm. Solid curve - our 
computation ; dashed curve - computations published in [3]. 
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